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Abstract: There is increasing recognition in academic circles of the importance of adaptive governance
for the sustainability of social-ecological systems, but little examination of specific implications for
the 34% of land-use where human activities are pervasive but potentially commensurate with
functioning ecosystems: agricultural production systems. In this paper, we argue for the need to
view food systems and agro-ecosystems as multi-scalar complex adaptive systems and identify five
key challenging characteristics of such systems: multi-causality; cumulative impacts; regime shifts;
teleconnections and mismatch of scales. These characteristics are necessary features of multi-scalar
adaptive systems, and apply equally to social and natural subsystems. We discuss the implications
of these characteristics for agricultural production systems and consider how governance can rise
to these challenges. We present five case studies that highlight these issues: pollinator declines;
payments for ecosystem services; pest control and pesticide resistance; downstream aquatic systems
in Tasman Bay, New Zealand; and riparian buffers in Puget Sound, USA. From these case studies we
derive recommendations for managing agricultural systems, both specific and general. Ultimately,
adaptive governance of agro-ecosystems will likely hinge upon three paradigm shifts: viewing
farmers and ranchers not only as food producers but also as land and water managers; seeking not
yield maximization but rather resilient management of food ecosystems; and critically, as it transcends
the production-system literature, engaging broad audiences not only as consumers but also citizens.
Keywords: agriculture; food systems; complex adaptive systems; environmental governance

1. Introduction
Agriculture represents the single largest driver of environmental impacts globally [1–3],
and further growth in food production is on a collision course with sustainability goals, including
Aichi Targets for biodiversity (e.g., Strategic Goal C: Safeguarding ecosystems) and some Sustainable
Development Goals (e.g., Goal 15: Protecting life on land). Modern agricultural production systems are
designed to maximize a single goal: production of food, fuel or fiber; yet we depend on agricultural lands
to provide a host of other ecosystem services such as water regulation and filtration, pollination, disease
suppression and carbon sequestration [1]. In conjunction with protected areas, forest fragments and
riparian buffers, agricultural lands can also serve as an essential matrix for supporting biodiversity [4].
A key challenge is to improve agricultural production in response to growing demand for food, while
maintaining or enhancing the biodiversity and full suite of ecosystem services provided by agricultural
lands [2,5].
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Food systems solutions are challenging, in part because though food systems are clearly complex
adaptive social-ecological systems, they are generally managed as if they were engineered systems.
The trend over human history, but particularly the past two hundred years, has been increased
mechanization of agriculture, supplementing and replacing diverse functions to support biomass
production that were performed by ecosystems, with more efficient yet environmentally degrading
biochemical and mechanical anthropogenic inputs [6]. Thus, nutrient cycling to maintain soil fertility
has been largely replaced by chemical fertilizers, pest control has largely been supplanted by
synthetic pesticides, and diverse native pollinators have been occluded by domesticated honeybees.
These changes have yielded problems in the form of (1) externalities such as greenhouse gas emissions
and the eutrophication of downstream water bodies [7], plus the declines of amphibians [8] and
various insects; and (2) vulnerabilities and on-farm failures such as colony collapse of honeybees [9]
and pollination limitation [10]. Agricultural production systems operate in the face of drastic ecological
and social changes (e.g., climate change, demographic changes), which make it all the more essential to
approach them using a lens of complex adaptive systems (CAS) that seeks robustness over efficiency.
A crucial question is, how specifically might CAS thinking enhance the management of
agricultural systems, broadly conceived to include the terrestrial, sea and freshwater systems
they inhabit and impact? CAS literature has defined system characteristics in a variety of ways
(such as [11,12]). We focus here on a short list of key characteristics (with an emphasis on mechanisms)
that might usefully inform management of socio-ecological systems generally and agricultural
production systems specifically. As well, many authors have examined the idea of resilience (related to
systems thinking) in agricultural contexts (local cases as well as global concerns around food security
and biodiversity) [13–17]. Similarly, Bennett et al. suggest a focus on experimentation, novel solutions
and innovation [18]. While resilience offers one important lens, we seek to offer here a more specific set
of characteristics as well as approaches to the governance of CAS, addressing the gap between global
conceptual work and locally specific case studies. Agriculture can benefit from CAS ”thinking” as it has
been applied to other environmental systems, such as natural resource management [19], fisheries [20],
marine ecosystems (e.g., [21]), conservation planning (e.g., [22]), tourism [23], and rangelands [24];
and adaptive management applied to agricultural innovation [25]. To consider more broadly the
lessons of CAS for agriculture, we have distilled from these other literatures five characteristics that
are helpful to understand change in social-ecological systems. (1) Multi-causality: any given pattern
may be caused by several different processes, and the action of each is dependent on context [26].
(2) Cumulative impacts: processes do not operate separately but rather accumulate and interact
(e.g., [27]). (3) Non-linearity: social and ecological patterns do not gradually change as a linear
function of relevant processes but rather display thresholds, time lags, and generally complex behavior
(including regime shifts) [28–30]. (4) Teleconnections: in this connected world, patterns in one location
may result from processes and events in distant locations [31]. (5) Multi-scalarity: relevant processes
are simultaneously operating at a diversity of scales, manifesting in patterns at multiple scales [32,33].
In this paper, we discuss the ways in which agricultural systems operate as CAS, considering each
of the five factors in turn with a case study for each (selected to effectively highlight each characteristic
and cover a range of key issues for managing agricultural production systems, though not a representative
or comprehensive set of CAS dynamics in such systems. The five factors are summarized in Table 1 and
their relation to each case study is summarized in Table 2). We close with policy options and potential
paradigm shifts to enable food systems governance for the Anthropocene. While generally we consider
SES where farmers are an integral component, in some sections of the paper the CAS framing is used in
keeping with ecological literatures that externalize the role of people and focus on the role of ecological
sub-systems. Furthermore, most of the article follows norms in applied ecology literatures (including in
agro-ecosystems) which treat consumers and supply chains as external. However, we recognize that
these other components are actually crucial and treat those considerations in the final section. If we
are to effectively manage agricultural production systems, we will need a clear understanding of how
these systems operate and how they might be governed more effectively.
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Table 1. Complex Adaptive Systems Characteristics Definitions and Literature.
CAS
Characteristic

1. Multi-Causality: There Is
No Smoking Gun and No
Silver Bullet

2. Cumulative Impacts: Death
by a Thousand Cuts

3. Regime Shifts: Systems
Change in Fits and Spurts,
and Can Flip Unexpectedly

4. Teleconnections:
“Transporting” Impacts across
Time and Space

5. Multi-Scalarity:
Drivers and Impacts
Cross Scales

Definition

Any given ecological or social
pattern is simultaneously the
product of many different
processes [26]

The combined total effect of
multiple effects that limit the
ability of people to enjoy
ecosystem services [34]

A system can change non-linearly
and non-reversibly between
alternative stable states with
significantly different components

Links between distant areas
that are enabled via larger
scale processes

Patterns can emerge at
one scale via changes at
other scales

Teleconnections, legacy effects,
cross-system impacts

Multi-scalarity, shifting
baselines, pulse and
press disturbances

[41–43]

[26,44]

Associated
terms/concepts

Multi-causality

Cumulative impacts

Non-linearity, regime shifts,
hysteresis, basins of attraction,
attractors, stable states, steady
states, bifurcations, oscillations,
periodic behavior

Key Literature

[26]

[35–37]

[28,38–40]

Table 2. Complex Adaptive Systems Characteristics Relevance to Each Case Study.

Case Study

1. Multi-Causality: There Is
No Smoking Gun and No
Silver Bullet

2. Cumulative Impacts: Death By
a Thousand Cuts

(1)
Pollinators

Neonicotinoid pesticides are
considered by many to be the
cause of pollinator declines.
While there is mounting
evidence that demonstrates
their toxic and sometimes lethal
effects on pollinator
populations, and important
policy and legislative actions
have been taken to reduce
neonicotinoid use as a result,
this one-dimensional view of
pollinator challenges is
problematic as it can excuse
inaction, or obscure the other
contributing causes.

There are several contributing
causes to decreased resilience of
pollinator populations, including
compromised immune systems
from pesticide exposure, reduced
abundance and appropriateness of
food sources, decreased natural
and semi-natural habitat as nesting
sites, increased exposure to pests
and parasites, and increased
environmental shocks from climate
change. The intensification and
extensification of agriculture has
contributed to all of these causes.

3. Regime Shifts: Systems
Change in Fits and Spurts,
and Can Flip Unexpectedly

4. Teleconnections:
“Transporting” Impacts across
Time and Space

5. Multi-Scalarity: Drivers and
Impacts Cross Scales

The sudden collapse of
honeybee colonies (coined
Colony Collapse Disorder) can
be considered a micro example
of a systems flip. At larger
scales, a sudden systems flip or
collapse of pollinator
populations is also possible as
stressors reach critical
thresholds that populations are
no longer able to withstand.

Local pollinator populations
around the world (both wild
and managed) are being
significantly impacted via the
same global drivers. Land
conversion of biodiverse areas
such as tropical forests to
agricultural land in order to
feed our growing population,
and the increased intensity of
management (reduced
biodiversity, increased input
use) are all contributing to local
pollinator declines.

The dynamics and stressors that are
contributing to pollinator declines
are happening at multiple scales,
from in-field biodiversity, to global
market conditions influencing
farmer decision-making, to
widespread habitat destruction
from agricultural extensification.
In the global agri-food system,
agricultural production is often
driven by demand from non-local
markets, yet critical agro-ecosystem
dynamics are limited to smaller
scales (e.g., the foraging range of
many pollinators is within the scale
of a farm-field).
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Table 2. Cont.

Case Study

(2) PES

1. Multi-Causality: There Is
No Smoking Gun and No
Silver Bullet

2. Cumulative Impacts: Death By
a Thousand Cuts

One of the benefits of PES is
that, as a voluntary program, it
allows policymakers to address
agricultural impacts without
demonstrating proof (as is often
expected before prohibitive
legislation).

(3) Pest
control

Pesticide resistance is driven by
multiple factors, including
pressure from pest predators,
availability of habitat fragments
without pesticide pressure and
farm and landscape
scale diversity.

(4) Sediment
in Tasman
bay

While sedimentation is seen as
a major issue in Tasman bay, it
has many contributing causes.
A further complication is that
historical fishing practices have
led to the context where
sediment is as problematic as it
is today.

3. Regime Shifts: Systems
Change in Fits and Spurts,
and Can Flip Unexpectedly

4. Teleconnections:
“Transporting” Impacts across
Time and Space

5. Multi-Scalarity: Drivers and
Impacts Cross Scales

Agricultural impacts are one set
among many, but within
agriculture, PES have envisioned
the actions of separate farmers as
separate impacts to be addressed
separately by ‘buying’ behavior
change (via an incremental
addition of an extrinsic motivation).
But such an approach misses the
point that there are larger system
dynamics at play, and it may be
possible to intervene in such a way
as to change norms, not just
individual behaviours.

PES programs are sometimes
looked to as solutions to
problems in downstream
systems. While this recognition
of teleconnections and
multi-scalar dynamics are
welcome, it’s also the case that
those downstream systems
shouldn’t be expected to
change linearly as a result of
altered inputs via the PES.

Agricultural intensification and
associated environmental
impacts are a result of
teleconnections from consumer
demand and—in some
cases—pressure from
integrated value-chain retailers
(e.g., Walmart). But perhaps
what’s needed is to expand PES
so as to directly connect
improvements in farm
management directly to the
concerns of consumers, who
often value environmental
outcomes and demonstrate a
willingness to buy accordingly.

PES are an example of recognizing
that on-farm actions can have
considerable consequences at other
scales, e.g., in downstream aquatic
ecosystems (Chesapeake,
Golden/Tasman Bays,
Gulf of Mexico).

If pesticides have acquired
resistance to multiple pests, viable
pest-control options become
increasingly difficult to find, and
the alternative is a more severe
collapse in production.

Pest control systems with
multiple pest predators and
competitors exist in the basin of
attraction of a self-regulating,
functioning food web. Intensive
pesticide use can shift these
systems to a different basin of
attraction where crop collapse
results in the event of
pesticide failure.

Once pests evolve genetic
pesticide resistance, the trait
can travel through
metapopulations and spread to
areas where the resistance
mutation would not have
arisen. On the positive side,
meta-populations of beneficial
insects can help repopulate
depleted areas if management
changes to support their
survival and connectivity.

Changes to the ecological
community on a local scale (the
absence of pest predators and
competitors) and local selective
forces (intensive pesticide use)
drive the acquisition of permanent
genetic changes with large scale
impacts (both in time and space).

Future climate change may
reinforce current feedbacks as more
intense storms may increase
sediment runoff to the bay.

Changing the benthic community
from a three dimensional, high
bivalve biomass floor to a system
with a flat silty bottom through
historic fishing practices has
exposed Tasman bay to
sedimentation and sediment
resuspension, as there does not
exist the density of filter feeders
to help sediment settle out.

Demand for New Zealand
dairy, meat and other
agricultural products in other
continents can shape land use
practices around Tasman bay,
resulting in changes to
sediment input into the bay.

Land use around the bays that are
sources of sediment are regional in
scale. Because New Zealand
agriculture is fully subject to global
markets, global demand affects
land use (global scale). Ships
(commercial and fishing) in the
bays also resuspend sediment at
a local scale.
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Table 2. Cont.

Case Study

1. Multi-Causality: There Is
No Smoking Gun and No
Silver Bullet

(5) Scales in
Puget Sound

While loss, fragmentation and
destruction of salmon habitat is
considered to be the limiting
factor (aka smoking gun) for
salmon returns, the many other
impacts to salmon, including
dams, climate change, and
non-point source pollution as
well as fisheries related impacts
allows different actors to point
blame elsewhere. Even if
habitat is greatly improved, it is
no silver bullet as the other
factors could still combine to
impede recovery.

2. Cumulative Impacts: Death By
a Thousand Cuts

Salmon face multiple impacts
including from land use, dams,
fisheries, and indirect global
impacts such as climate change.
Impacts from individual farms
such as run-off and lack of riparian
habitat are individually small,
yet cumulatively important.

3. Regime Shifts: Systems
Change in Fits and Spurts,
and Can Flip Unexpectedly

Potential collapses in salmon
runs could have dramatic
social, cultural and ecological
consequences.

4. Teleconnections:
“Transporting” Impacts across
Time and Space

5. Multi-Scalarity: Drivers and
Impacts Cross Scales

Ocean currents and migration
mean that salmon may face
impacts generated in distant
places, including changes in
ocean temperature and acidity
driven by distant emissions.

Restoration projects are completed
on the parcel scale and in relatively
short term contracts yet seek to
have large spatial scale impacts on
salmon returns. Historical impacts
have dramatically altered the
baseline expectations of many
Puget Sound residents. Yet Treaty
Tribes employ a much longer term
baseline going back prior to
colonization and the resultant
widespread landscape changes.
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2. Characteristics of Complex Adaptive (Food) Systems
2.1. Multi-Causality: There Is No Smoking Gun and No Silver Bullet
Any given ecological or social pattern is simultaneously the product of many different
processes [26]. For example, the distribution and variable abundance of an insectivorous bird is
simultaneously a function of the habitat selection of individual birds—which itself results from a bird’s
observation of available prey, predation risk (to hawks, etc., as well as nest predation), and nest
resources—but also of their relative reproductive success relating to a variety of factors. Seeking to
attribute a given pattern (or change in pattern) to a single factor is further complicated by the fact that
the effect of all those factors is variable in a context-dependent way.
Context dependence occurs when the same event or process produces different results in different
contexts. This can be exacerbated by the interactive nature of ecosystems where changes to one part
can ripple through food webs, or ricochet between biotic and abiotic factors, or even between social
and ecological subsystems. For example, the effect of a loss of insectivorous birds depends on several
interrelated factors, including (1) whether those birds will prey more upon predatory insects than on
the pests themselves, (2) the abundance of predatory insects, (3) the prevalence of pesticide applications,
(4) the presence of hedgerows, and proximity to natural habitats, etc. In the southern Indian state of
Kerala, a suite of interacting factors resulted in a loss of productivity when farmers switched from
locally adapted cows to the more productive Holsteins, because of their lack of resistance to the local
conditions—heat, humidity and tropical diseases [45].
Interactions between different factors may not only alter the magnitude of impacts but even
whether they are positive or negative. For example, forest cover can have different impacts on base
water flow in a watershed in wet versus dry years [46]. In wet years the forested watershed infiltrates
more water than an urbanized watershed but in dry years the forested watershed transpires more
water than the urbanized one leading to a lower base water flow [46].
2.2. Cumulative Impacts: Death by a Thousand Cuts
Not only do the multiple potential causes of a given pattern confound the search for a single or
primary concern, they also accumulate to produce outcomes that could not have occurred with any
single concern. Thus, many authors have argued for the necessity of considering cumulative impacts
on ecosystem. While some literature on cumulative impacts defines them as the drivers of change
and some defines them as the effects, we use the definition following Singh et al.: “the combined total
effect of multiple effects that limit the ability of people to enjoy ecosystem services” [34]. Cumulative
impacts can derive from either the accumulation of many small impacts of the same kind or two or
more impacts of different types. Impacts on ecosystems can accumulate (1) additively, through simple
addition of several impacts, (2) synergistically, where the actual impact is greater than the sum of
individual impacts, and (3) antagonistically, where impacts mitigate or subdue the combined effect so
that the total impact is less than would be expected from their sum. Though there is much concern
regarding synergistic impacts from researchers and policy makers, antagonistic impacts can also pose
management challenges, and reducing a mitigating stressor can cause a primary stressor to degrade
an ecosystem further [47]. All three types of impact interaction have been found in experiments and
ecosystems. Experimental manipulation of whole ecosystems in boreal lakes showed that acidification,
warming and drought generated synergistic impacts on consumers and antagonistic impacts on
producers [48]. One meta-analysis of 57 experiments found 20 synergistic effects, 24 antagonistic
effects and 13 additive effects, indicating that non-additive impacts are common [27].
The ecological impacts of agricultural production can contribute to cumulative impacts on aquatic
food webs. For example, the die-offs of turtle grass beds in several tropical and subtropical regions
illustrates the cumulative nature of agricultural impacts (sedimentation, eutrophication) and historical
overfishing. Large herbivores (e.g., sea turtles and dugongs/sea cows) kept grass short. Their removal
increased decomposition-fueled microbial activity, which led to hypoxia, changing the chemistry of
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the ecosystem. This altered ecosystem was more vulnerable to subsequent impacts (including those
caused by crop or livestock production systems) such as nutrient loading, disease, sedimentation,
and turbidity [49]. This system change is also an example of multi-causality as biotic and abiotic factors
created interactions leading to ecosystem changes. Here, herbivory of turtle grass by the primary
consumers (sea turtles) helps maintain healthy turtle grass beds.
Climate change can lead to cumulative impacts from and in agricultural production systems
both directly and indirectly. Indirect climate impacts can (1) amplify or diminish local impacts.
For example, climate variability interacts with land use change; in one case land use change amplified
climate driven decreases in runoff and soil water while diminishing climate-driven decreases in
evapotranspiration [50]. Climate change can also (2) alter conditions in such a way that exposes the system
to new impacts. For example, climate change can expose agriculture to new pests and diseases [51].
2.3. Regime Shifts: Systems Change in Fits and Spurts, and Can Shift Unexpectedly
If multiple causes and cumulative impacts resulted only in linear changes to social and ecological
systems, many problems would have straightforward management implications. However, systems
change non-linearly. At the extreme, system shifts involve a fundamental change in system components
or interactions that cannot be easily returned to the original state by removing the source of disturbance.
Regime shifts between multiple stable states of an ecosystem were first established from theoretical
models that combined predator-prey interactions with other random events (like disturbance)
and heterogeneity of temporal and spatial scales. In his seminal paper, Holling [28] showed that
predator-prey systems can have multiple “basins of attraction” (the set of initial conditions that
eventually lead an ecosystem to a certain state). This contrasted to previous conceptions of ecosystems
that suggested that systems had a single global equilibrium state that was dictated by “bottom up”
properties like substrate and climate [38]. After the initial theorization of regime shifts, a substantial
literature has accumulated documenting them in a diversity of systems including terrestrial, freshwater,
and marine (reviewed in [30,52]). These reviews suggest that human disturbances lead to regime shifts,
and advance the prominent theoretical interpretation that an erosion of resilience zones around
a particular basin of attraction can push formerly stable systems to shift.
One challenge of regime shifts is that the threshold that will move the system from one state to
another is often unknown a priori. A particular state (e.g., forest) may be robust up to some biotic
or abiotic threshold (e.g., reduced moisture, grazing), but once those thresholds are exceeded, it may
shift into a different state (e.g., grassland) [53]. Even returning conditions back to former levels can
fail to shift the system to its original state [54]. For example, shallow lakes can be characterized by
their nutrient concentrations: either nutrient-poor with an abundance of aquatic plants or nutrient-rich
dominated by algae. However, even if nutrient levels are somewhat reduced in an algae dominated
lake a shift may not occur as it still remains in a stable state [55]. In addition to a dramatic change from
one system state to another, systems may also shift to multiple stable attractors (e.g., bifurcations) and
in cases oscillate between two different stable attractors (periodic behavior) [39]. Such bifurcations
and oscillations might pose extra difficulties in managing a system across scales where the smaller
scale dynamics are less predictable and more variable than on the landscape scale (e.g., cycles of pest
outbreaks may be more predictable on a landscape scale than on a farm scale).
Non-linearity and regime shifts can apply to agricultural production systems in two ways.
On one hand, we can consider agricultural production systems as actively managed (via human
inputs) to be far away from ecological equilibria in order to optimize the production of particular
system components (e.g., crops). Different agricultural systems may be within the basins of attraction
of different stable states (some more desirable than others), but are maintained at non-equilibrium
states. Using this concept, true stable states are only reached when active management stops or fails.
An alternative perspective is that different agricultural systems (like the diversified perennial
system and the intensely sprayed monoculture) are themselves alternative stable states, with shifts
between the two driven by ecological or socioeconomic forces or interactions between these [17].
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By this view, human management is the feedback that maintains the system. That a small change,
such as no longer applying pesticides to an intensively managed crop, could result in dramatic
consequences, could be seen as a factor that keeps that agricultural production system in a stable state
(albeit one requiring substantial human energy and input, and vulnerable to environmental, social,
and economic changes).
2.4. Teleconnections: ”Transporting” Impacts across Time and Space
Not only are systems buffeted by local forces of disturbance, but important forces of change
can originate from distant areas via teleconnections—links between distant areas that are enabled
via larger scale processes. Originally a concept from climate science, the teleconnections idea has
been used to understand phenomena such as tropical deforestation, impacts of urban land use and
vulnerability [41,42,56,57], as well as sustainability more generally [58]. Adger et al. describe three
mechanisms of teleconnections: biophysical links and feedbacks; market links; and flows of resources,
people and information [42].
For example, large-scale migration is a biophysical teleconnection mechanism that links multiple
populations of a species, thereby maintaining a species’ presence in a lower quality habitat, including
in agricultural matrices. A species can have a “source” in its preferred habitat, where birth rates
exceed death rates, and then migrate to “sink” habitats as the source habitat approaches or exceeds
its carrying capacity [59]. Without immigration from the source habitat, sink habitats either cannot
support a species at all, or can only support a lower density. This has important implications for
conservation. If priority areas for conservation are chosen based on the presence of a species rather
than more detailed demographic understanding, the sites may be exclusively sink habitats, resulting
in a possible extirpation of the species [59]. The obvious solution is to protect source habitats; however,
they can often be difficult to determine without long-term studies [59]. By this mechanism, un-fished
refuges can slow population collapse in fished areas (e.g., Jamaican reef fishes), but over time these
refuges are often eliminated, leading to a sudden collapse of fisheries elsewhere [49]. Sources/sink
dynamics can create desirable states of “stable maladaptation,” whereby the conditions in the source
prevent the species from adapting to the sink habitat [59]. In agricultural (or aquacultural) systems,
such stable maladaptation can prevent pest resistance [60].
Regional productivity serves as an economic example of teleconnections: here, an increase
in global supply of commodity crops leads to price drops that harm producers of the same crop
elsewhere [42]. Teleconnections linked through global markets are also integral to the idea of land
sparing—the idea that intensive production might “spare” wild and natural areas elsewhere. This idea
is underpinned by the assumption that due to globalized commodity markets, increasing production
in one area may decrease pressure for production in another (distant or proximate) area [61]. Similarly,
the “race to the bottom” narrative indicates that expanded regulations in one location may result in
the transference of production to a region with lower environmental standards. This occurs when
regions are engaged in international markets and the commodity can be produced elsewhere, with less
rigorous standards. In a different example, demand for fair trade and organically certified coffee in
rich nations can (in the right circumstances) facilitate better wages and lower pesticide use in poorer
coffee-producing nations.
An example of the teleconnected flows of resources, people and information can be seen in Eakin et al.’s
study of coffee production in Mexico and Vietnam. They show how coffee producers’ vulnerability
“is connected not only through the structure of the global coffee commodity chain, but also through
global ideological shifts affecting national policy, the movement of labor, the material flow of coffee
stocks, channels of information, and, in reverse, through the broader environmental and institutional
implications of local adaptive action”. (p. 399) [43]. A second example is tropical deforestation,
which while context dependent, has at times been driven by teleconnected relationships to distant
places. In the 1980s and 90s, rural population growth was the primary driver of tropical deforestation,
but by the early 2000s it was more often associated with high rates of urban population growth and
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engagement in agricultural export markets [56]. The mechanisms behind these teleconnections could
be demand from distant urban areas via globalized markets or regional urbanization leading to greater
demand for agricultural products from rural areas [56]. Teleconnections also include impacts on urban
areas such as when a rural crisis leads to rapid urban migration [41]. Rural farming communities can
face major changes due to losses of traditional production livelihoods and/or inflows of urbanites
seeking a rural lifestyle, often referred to as amenity migration [62]. For another example, extreme
weather in the Midwest had a ripple effect of ecological, social, and economic factors. When apple crops
failed, migrant farm labourers did not come to work, which led to the de-facto failure of vegetable
crops that went unharvested [63].
2.5. Multi-Scalarity: Drivers and Impacts Cross Scales
Whereas teleconnections occur between disparate areas via larger scale processes, systems are
also often subject to multi-scalarity, in that drivers exert impacts at multiple temporal or spatial scales.
Patterns can therefore emerge at one scale via changes at other scales [26].
The importance of spatial scale can be seen in hydrological modeling for payment for ecosystem
services programs. These models, using a parcel to represent an entire watershed, seek to understand
the impact of land use change on the watershed and thus determine the appropriate payment for
conservation. Modelers face a signal-to-noise problem as high variability across the landscape makes it
difficult to detect change in one small parcel [46]. Given that year to year variability is high, it is difficult
to determine that change in a small number of parcels was responsible for landscape-level changes.
Temporal scale is important for the choice of baselines and evaluation of the impacts of changes.
Time lags in responses of ecological changes present a key management challenge. Even relatively
small differences in time can have important consequences. Tilman et al. studied the impact of
plant biodiversity on productivity relative to nitrogen addition, watering, elevated CO2 , fire and
herbivory [64]. During the first five years the non-biodiversity factors had a greater influence
on productivity than biodiversity factors. However as the experiment continued, biodiversity
became one of the most important factors: the effects of biodiversity on productivity increased
over time, while the impact of other factors (especially nitrogen fertilization) decreased. From year
9 onward all three biodiversity treatments (1 versus 16 species, 2 versus 16 species and 4 versus
16 species) were more important than any of the other factors [64]. This experiment suggests that even
effectively implemented land use and management policy changes may not show their effects for
five or more years, and that governance systems operating over shorter timescales could disregard
important dynamics.
Temporal scale is also important in the choice of baselines. When managing, restoring or assessing
ecosystems, a longer historical perspective is important. In their work on fisheries from the historical
record, Jackson et al. argue for the importance of a deep historical and even archaeological perspective
in ecosystem management [49]. Through proxies of past species abundance and ecosystem structure
(paleo-archaeological, archaeological, historical, ecological) they show that our current baselines have
massively shifted from previous species abundance [49]. They showed that people have been altering
ecosystems far before Europeans colonized what they assumed to be “natural” landscapes and that
these impacts continue to drive even substantial contemporary consequences [49].
3. Case Studies
3.1. Searching for a Smoking Gun for Pollinator Declines
The crucial role of pollinators in our agricultural systems has been highlighted in recent
years, as research increasingly shows that various key species of bees, both wild and managed,
are experiencing declines [65]. Public media campaigns, a growing body of scientific evidence,
and increased attention from governments have brought the health of pollinator populations into
public discourse. As we depend on pollinator species for livelihoods, approximately 1/3 of the global
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food supply [66], and high-quality nutrition [67], scientists, policy-makers and activists have been
actively searching for solutions to stem pollinator losses, which are likely to increase with climate
change. How best to do so remains highly debated, stunting policy response, due in part to a lack of
agreement on causes, and a problematic search—particularly by the public and media—for a single
smoking gun.
Honeybees (predominantly Apis mellifera) are the primary pollinator of monoculture crops
globally [66]. They serve as an integral component of a highly managed agricultural system, wherein
producers pay apiarists to transport colonies to flowering crops during pollination season [68]. Declines
have been documented since the 1940s, including a decrease of over 50 per cent of managed honeybees
in the United States from the late 1940s to the early 21st century [69]. Alongside recent media and
academic interest surrounding honeybee populations, emerging research points to the importance of
native pollinator species in the agricultural landscape. Wild species have been proven to increase crop
yields, and are an ecologically important and economically significant pollinator [10,70–73]. Their role
is increasingly critical as honeybee populations decline.
Declines in bee numbers, particularly honeybees, are often attributed to a group of pesticides
called neonicotinoids (neonics), considered to be harmful and potentially lethal to bees [74,75].
Growing evidence for their toxic impacts on bee populations range from reduced queen production [73],
disorientation [76], reduced immunity [77], and mortality [76,78]. Though much of the research on
the effect of neonics has focused on honeybees, evidence has also shown that such pesticides are
also harmful to wild bee populations [79]. In response to the influx of scientific evidence and public
pressure, governments have been taking action to reduce, and in the case of the European Union, to
ban the use of neonicotinoid pesticides. Despite growing research underscoring the dangers of neonics,
there remain significant gaps in our knowledge about the impacts of field-realistic doses, and how
different neonics treatments affect different bee taxa [80], particularly as much of the research has
focused solely on European and North American bees [81].
Debate continues about whether evidence conclusively links large-scale pollinator deaths directly
to neonic use; this debate has been interpreted by some individuals, including policy-makers,
researchers, journalists and members of the public, as indication that neonic exposure is not a cause.
Here we present a more comprehensive examination of the socio-ecological system dynamics and
highlight a series of additional drivers to illustrate the multiple causes contributing to the declines in
pollinator species.
Often characterized by homogenous landscapes with little to no habitat or refuge for biodiversity,
modern intensive agricultural systems themselves currently entail at least one cause of pollinator
declines due to a lack of floral and nesting resources [82–85]. In addition to vegetated sites for refuge,
pollinator health is dependent on the availability of a diverse range of plants (and their pollen)
with non-overlapping flowering periods typically found in (semi-) natural habitats, as the flowering
period of a single plant species found within managed crops systems is often shorter than the activity
period of pollinators [86]. The general trend of intensification at smaller spatial scales combined
with the extensification of agriculture across the landscape exerts multi-scalar pressures on pollinator
populations [87,88].
Pollinators are also exposed to biophysical pressures, as are any other crop or animal species.
Honeybees contend with a host of pests and pathogens [89] and colonies that are transported to
and networked between multiple farms enhance the risk of rapid spread of diseases and pathogens
between managed and wild populations [68,90]. Moreover, climate change introduces a layer of ecological
complexity, and is projected to impact the phenology of mutualistic plant-pollinator relationships [91,92].
These additional pressures should not cast doubt on whether neonics are negatively impacting
pollinator health, but demonstrate the complex reality that in CAS, “stressors do not act in
isolation” [93]. Multiple causes are currently contributing to decreased health and vigour of pollinators,
making them more vulnerable to that “last straw” that may push populations over a given
threshold [82,94].
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While there is little uncertainty that neonics negatively can impact honeybee health in several
ways, there is no single smoking gun associated with pollinator declines, and no silver bullet
for the larger challenge of maintaining robust pollinator populations in our intensively managed
agro-ecosystems. We would argue that the disparity between the growing body of evidence of the
various causes of pollinator declines and the lack of adequate policy response is not due to a lack
of knowledge about the value of pollinators [65], but a generally inadequate approach to governing
solutions to a problem involving multiple causes, facets and scales. Given the critical nature of
pollinators to our food systems, definitive precautionary action to mitigate several likely contributors
to pollinator declines is needed, even without proof of large impacts from each separately.
3.2. Paying for a Thousand Band-Aids? Rethinking PES to Integrate Complexity in Solving Distant Problems
Throughout Latin America and in many other nations, incentive programs have been envisioned
as a solution to improving environmental outcomes associated with agriculture. These programs are
referred to variously, most popularly as payments for ecosystem (or environmental) services (PES).
Although their design directly addresses several characteristics of CAS, there is further potential for
such programs to foster more resilient and sustainable food systems by accounting for more of the
five identified characteristics of CAS. We draw upon a broad-ranging consideration of problems and
potential solutions for PES [95].
PES programs are often looked to as solutions to problems in downstream systems, with the notion
that external beneficiaries may be willing to pay for improved environmental outcomes [96]. Indeed,
PES programs exemplify the recognition that on-farm actions can have considerable consequences
at other scales, e.g., in downstream aquatic ecosystems where sedimentation and eutrophication
may serve as important stressors [97,98]. While this recognition of teleconnections and multi-scalar
dynamics is potentially helpful for food-system sustainability, it is also the case that those downstream
systems should not be expected to change linearly as a result of altered inputs via the PES (see Sourcing
Stifling Sediment, below). Instead, it may often be the case that the downstream systems will exhibit
nonlinear dynamics complete with multiple stable states [30,33], time lags [49], and path-dependency
or “hysteresis” [99,100]. Accordingly, it may take dedicated efforts at managing multiple stressors,
and patience, before downstream systems are restored.
Given their voluntary nature, PES programs enjoy an important advantage in addressing
multi-causality. Whereas demonstrated proof of harm may be expected before legislation is likely to
prohibit or mandate management change (expected but not necessarily required) [101], policymakers or
downstream beneficiaries may be satisfied with much less perfect science before addressing a stressor
via PES [102].
Cumulative Impacts
Agriculture is the source of several stressors among many, but within agriculture, PES programs
target the actions of individual producers as separate impacts to be addressed by “purchasing”
behavior change (via an incremental addition of an extrinsic motivation). The changes in management
are then expected to accumulate with commensurate positive effect. This approach misses the point
that there are larger system dynamics at play, and addressing individual producers as separate
rational agents may backfire. Rather interventions might seek to change norms, not just individual
behaviours. Addressing each producer as a separate contributor to impacts could backfire in two ways.
First, the pursuit of individual-level additionality—as sought in much of the economic-oriented
literature on PES—risks distracting policymakers from a larger program objective that is perceived
to be fair and achieves program-wide goals in the near and long terms [95]. Inequities—perceived
or “real”—undermine the achievement of such goals [103]. Moreover, a focus on individual-level
additions also seems to require considerable monitoring and enforcement costs, impeding solutions
that might achieve the same collective objectives via trust and peer monitoring [95].
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Second, the notion that motivation is a simple linear function of aggregate incentives risks
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to a different non-equilibrium state in another basin (Figure 1, arrow A). Pest control regime shift
dynamics can function through either ecological or evolutionary mechanisms (purple and red circles,
respectively, Figure 1).
Ecological Shift
Predators of agricultural pests are subject to a range of cumulative impacts that reduce their
populations, including habitat degradation, climate change and pesticides. Pesticides can eliminate
the predators of pests thereby decreasing pest predation [110], in cases leading to an ecological shift
whereby predator species can no longer functionally control the pest population (arrow A, Figure 1) [111].
An ecological flip can also occur when pesticides lead to secondary pest outbreaks; pesticides, which
are used to eliminate one type of pest, result in an increase in population of a new agricultural pest
(often due to the elimination of a predator [112]. In this situation, the key components (i.e., pest
species and pesticide type) change, but the dynamics of the pesticide dominated system remain similar
(arrows between hatched purple circles, Figure 1).
Unless they play out at a landscape scale, ecological shifts are sometimes reversible as natural
enemy populations can migrate into pesticide dominated areas or adjacent refuge areas [113]. In other
cases, natural enemies may have to be re-introduced into the landscape and have their natural habitat
protected or restored. The degree of active intervention required to move from a pest control system
that is pesticide-dominated to one that is ecologically-mediated (beyond limiting the use of pesticides)
depends on the existence of native natural enemies, connectivity to other arthropod communities,
availability of predator habitat, and economic viability of imperfect crops.
Evolutionary Shift
The long-term and intensive use of pesticides is commonly referred to as the “pesticide treadmill”,
where producers have to keep increasing the dose or changing the type of pesticide they use, as pests
develop resistance to pesticides [114]. The evolution of resistance is well understood theoretically [115,116]
and empirically [117]. Over 500 animal pests have developed resistance to one or more types of
pesticide [118]. When pests evolve resistance to pesticides, the results can be widespread, long-term,
and cause drastic changes in crop production and the agro-ecosystem. Pesticide resistance results in
crop collapses bringing the system to a local point of stability (Figure 1 steady state type 3). If the
producers adapt by switching pesticides or crops, resistance causes a shift between one pesticide
dominated system to a different pesticide dominated system (red open circle, Figure 1). However,
as resistance accumulates (perhaps to multiple pesticides), the stable state attractor of crop collapse
becomes harder to escape, both because the genetics become efficient and less reversible [119],
and because alternative pest management systems to flip to become more scarce.
Predators also play a secondary role in pest control: resistance mitigation. Predators can delay the
evolution of pesticide resistance by preferentially predating insecticide resistant pests over susceptible
pests. Initially modeled by Gould, Kennedy & Johnson [120], this role was subsequently supported
through empirical work [121–123]. In these cases, the evolutionary pressure exerted by pest predators
operates in the opposite direction to that of the pesticide, thereby attenuating the fast evolutionary
response to a single strong selection agent.
Management Implications
A resilience theory perspective situates pest control approaches within different basins of
attraction that surround distinct stable states, thereby clarifying the risks and potential benefits
of transitions between these basins. Despite the risks of being within a type 2 basin of attraction,
producers on the pesticide treadmill may not be able to easily transition to a type 1 system. This could
be because (1) the environment cannot support a functioning arthropod food web that could provide
sufficient pest control services, and/or (2) because socio-political factors do not incentivize such
a transition, instead encouraging switching crops or pesticides, but remaining in the same (or similar)
precarious position within the basin of a type 2 stable state.
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Despite the abundance of theoretical and empirical studies about agricultural pests, the most
effective components of alternative systems to conventional agriculture are not well understood
quantitatively [124]. For example, organic agriculture has been shown to sustain higher levels of
insect trophic complexity, and species evenness than conventional agriculture [125,126], and organic
perennial systems can maintain stable pest levels over the long term [127]. However, landscape and
management characteristics such as fallow management and planting date appear to be more important
for the function of arthropod food webs in some cases than the use of pesticides themselves [128].
The characteristics that enable partially self-sustaining pest control that poses fewer risks in the event of
management failure (i.e. type 1 basin systems) are clearly more complex than the presence or absence
of pesticides alone. This may account for the conflicting results of different studies comparing pest
damage between conventional and organic agriculture [124]. A quantitative understanding of these
characteristics (such as fallow practices, crop rotations, landscape scale complexity) on both arthropod
communities and resulting yields are needed to enact resilience-conscious pest management.
3.4. Sourcing Stifling Sediment: Teleconnections between Oyster Beds and Farms via Nitrogen Run-Off in
Tasman Bay, New Zealand
Historically, Tasman Bay, New Zealand, is a site of dense mussel, scallop, and oyster reefs, formerly
providing food and fisheries jobs for many commercial and recreational fishers, as well as local iwi
(Maori tribes or nations) [129]. Shellfish populations have declined steeply and Tasman Bay commercial
scallop harvest has been suspended since 2005 [130]. Today, prominent economic activities around
the bay include aquaculture for green-lipped mussels and livestock ranching (on land) [130–132].
Both aquaculture and ranching are private operations that harvest private resources, potentially
changing employment opportunities in the bay. Both activities are sources of tension, as aquaculture
can compete with, rather than substitute, wild fisheries and ranching can contribute to contaminant
runoff and sedimentation in the bays [34]. Despite attempts to rebuild wild shellfish populations
through larval rearing and enhancement, achieving self-sustaining historic shellfish stocks (without
enhancement) remain elusive [129,133]. What happened to a once-abundant resource in Tasman Bay?
The current state of research on the topic provides some clues, discussed below.
Tasman Bay has undergone a radical biophysical transformation because of historical fishing
practices. Commercial dredge fishing from the late 1800s to the 1960s reduced the complex three
dimensional benthic habitat formed by layered mussel beds into a relatively flat, silty bottom [129].
At the same time, the coastline of Tasman Bay was filled in and dredged in an effort to cater to
lifestyles and industry of the settler community, rather than that of the indigenous Maori [129,134].
These historical changes are legacy effects because they have long-term repercussions that shape how
current social-ecological interactions occur [49,135]. The particular legacy effect is the transition to the
flat, silty state of the bay, which is a regime shift from one system attractor to another [136]. Bivalves
have been unable to sufficiently resettle to recreate historic benthic habitats conducive to mussels,
scallops, and oysters (hard reef substrate, and multi-layered beds) largely because of continuous
commercial dredge fishing as well as the continuous press disturbance of sediment to the bay from
landuse [129,137]. Sediment can smother shellfish and prevent larval settlement of mussels, oysters,
and scallops [137,138]. That Tasman Bay has not returned to historical conditions despite recent efforts
to enhance shellfish biomass by artificially raising populations suggests that hysteresis effects are
operating—that is, reversing ecosystem change will require a rebuilding of feedback processes that
maintained the old system [139].
The new system is maintained by a variety of processes that add and maintain sediment in the
bay—many of which are regulated through human activity. First, sediment is added to the bay mainly
through input from terrestrial ecosystems, illustrating the importance of cross-system impacts [140].
Most land use around Tasman Bay is associated with dairy, beef, and sheep ranching, as well as
forestry [34,132]. Runoff carrying sediment is directed through prominent currents towards Tasman
Bay [140]. New Zealand is unique as an industrial country in that most of its export economy is driven
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by agriculture and its agricultural sector is fully exposed to international markets (New Zealand has no
protection oriented subsidies, [141]). The influence of foreign markets on land use around New Zealand,
including Tasman Bay, therefore teleconnects international commerce to important impacts on Tasman
Bay ecology (such as [42] describe for other areas of the world). Second, commercial fishing and shipping
vessels can re-suspend sediment that already exists in the bay, ensuring that sediment remains an outer
layer in the benthos [34]. Finally, suspended mussel-lines in aquaculture operations can contribute
debris and detritus (faeces and shell fragments) that further smother formerly productive wild shellfish
habitat [131]. Multiple prominent contributions of sediment as an impact, interacting with other impacts
such as shellfish harvest and pollution in the bay (some of which binds to sediment), contribute to
cumulative impacts that prevent a return to a formerly productive shellfish ecosystem [34].
Temporal Scale
Central to Tasman Bay’s current state are historical changes that maintain a new system, meanwhile,
memory of the bay’s historic state lingers, influencing current resource conflicts. Many fishers and
conservationists wish for a return of productive wild fisheries with more diverse marine biodiversity,
while some younger generations may be content with the bay’s current state, knowing only that
state and increasingly relying on aquaculture for employment [130,142]. Shifting baselines that
influence what people think the bay ought to be may reduce conflict in the future as memories
fade [143]. Unless management addresses the wide-ranging feedbacks that maintain the current
system, past ecosystems are unlikely to be reclaimed in any case [34]. Future climate change may also
reinforce current feedbacks as more intense storms may increase sediment runoff to the bay [34].
Spatial Scale
The historical and current feedbacks that maintain their respective systems are drastically different
in spatial scale. Whereas the past state of Tasman Bay was maintained by shellfish ecology maintaining
adequate settlement substrate for new recruits, the current bay is maintained by human activities
across ecosystems and international trade. Reclaiming Tasman Bay will likely require addressing the
current cross-scale impacts that maintain the system’s current state [34].
3.5. Conflicting Scales in Governance of Puget Sound Riparian Restoration
In Washington State’s Puget Sound region, controversy has erupted over demands by the Treaty
Tribes of Western Washington for stricter regulation and enforcement to protect salmon habitat.
Agricultural producers are opposed to the proposed solutions and feel unfairly targeted. Passionate
debate surrounded one small rule change for voluntary conservation programs on agricultural land.
Why was such a small rule change such an intractable problem? Part of the answer can be understood
by applying a CAS lens.
We studied this case using semi-structured interviews with 22 producers and 13 experts in addition
to document analysis from policy and scientific meetings, public media campaigns, white papers and
reports. We sought to understand the key values and perspectives of different groups, including: land
managers/producers, Conservation Districts, government environmental agencies, and Treaty Tribes.
Good habitat for salmon is lacking or threatened throughout the Puget Sound. While salmon face
multiple and cumulative threats (no smoking gun, death by a thousand cuts), lack of habitat is considered
to be the limiting factor for healthy salmon populations. Strips of forest and vegetation along stream
sides, called riparian buffers, provide many of the needed habitat functions. As a migrating species,
salmon not only connect upstream producers and downstream fishers, but also respond to ocean
conditions such as temperature and food supply. Thus use of fossil fuels in distant and proximate areas
teleconnects to Puget Sound salmon management via climate change.
A variety of programs support producers to plant riparian buffers. The rule change in question
would increase the minimum width of supported riparian buffer projects from 10 to 30 m. The Treaty
Rights at Risk (TRAR) initiative has argued that 30 m is the minimum riparian buffer width necessary
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to create functional salmon habitat. TRAR is opposed to using federal and state funds for riparian
buffer projects under this width, arguing that while narrow buffers improve water quality, they will
not provide the needed habitat functions for salmon recovery. Conservation Districts (CDs) administer
the funds and write contracts with producers and rural landowners to implement riparian restoration.
The CDs do not support the change, arguing that increasing the minimum width will ultimately result
in poorer salmon habitat and water quality as fewer landowners will be willing to sign up for the
voluntary riparian restoration projects.
Temporal Scale
For the tribes, this is a long-standing problem to be solved via a long-run strategy. When tribes
signed the Treaty of Point Elliott in 1855 they were assured to their right to fish salmon, recognizing the
centrality of this resource. Yet even assuring this right to fish at traditional grounds took over 100 years.
The struggle is captured by the quote from Chief Red Cloud: “They made us many promises, more than I
can remember, but they never kept but one; they promised to take our land, and they took it.” Today fishing
rights are established, yet now the struggle is to ensure that there are sufficient salmon to be fished.
Legal battles have granted treaty holding tribes the status of co-managers of the salmon resource and
established US government responsibility to assure adequate numbers of fish returns. For the TRAR
group then, a short term reduction in riparian restoration programs is a small price to pay for the
longer term goal of establishing treaty holding tribes as co-managers of salmon resources.
Agricultural producers on the other hand, talk of year-to-year profitability and generations, not
centuries. Many in the agricultural community are worried about the loss of farmland in the region
over the last few decades and the increasingly difficult economic situation many family producers face.
They have watched farmland disappear from their communities and see strict rules for riparian buffers
as one more threat. Based on data from the last few years, CDs worry that the proposed changes would
impact their projects in the new few years.
Spatial Scale
These groups tend to view the problem at different spatial scales as well. Reports from the TRAR
group present maps and statistics of the entire Puget Sound region, via data on acres of quality salmon
habitat, total fish passages blocked and salmon returns. CDs and producers much more often examine
these problems at a parcel scale. Considering one property at a time, they think about what projects
can be accomplished to meet the landowner’s goals and to improve a suite of conservation-related
goals, including salmon habitat. From a parcel-scale view, stricter rules mean fewer trees in the ground
as producers will enroll less area or opt out of the program altogether.
4. Discussion: Rethinking Agriculture
Agriculture will have to contend with complex dynamics that affect the health of ecosystems
in which it occurs, and thus threatens to undermine production in the long-term. Here we propose
that such efforts will be greatly aided by paradigm shifts on three scales: governance, production and
people (encompassing individuals and communities).
4.1. Governance Scale Shift: Farming Is Not Only Agricultural Production, but Also Land Management
Given the critical role that agricultural production systems play in mediating a wide range
of environmental impacts, it will be more effective to address food production and environmental
management goals simultaneously in farming, rather than farming only for food and addressing the
ecological impacts separately. The case studies on Puget Sound and Tasman Bay show the challenges
of (and potential conflict from) managing ecosystems without managing impacts from agriculture.
Yet, managing agricultural land for both production and ecological goals faces a number of barriers:
farmers/ranchers may identify as producers, not as land managers; because environmental impacts
often manifest downstream, they may not be significant or obvious at the farm-scale; and managing
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agricultural lands for multiple goals can lead to real or perceived reductions in agricultural output.
This shift does not require a change in farmer/rancher identity from “productivist” to “conservationist”.
Rather, it facilitates a more explicit focus on land management goals, and a broadening of what
producers view as a “good” farmer/rancher that includes more conservation related goals [144].
Underlying this shift are two strategies for change.
Strategy 1. Coordinate Governance of Agricultural Landscapes across Sectors
Many impacts to and from agricultural production require coordinated management. When there
is no silver bullet, approaches will need to consider changes across landscapes and across management
sectors (agriculture, fishing, forestry, urban land use planning, etc.), as shown in the Puget Sound
and Tasman Bay case studies. In contrast to the marine context where it has become de rigeur to call
for simultaneous management for fisheries, shipping, and habitat, in land based systems there is less
integration of the agricultural production/environmental impact nexus with ecosystem and landscape
scale spatial planning [61]. In the case of marine policy in North America, the management of primary
industries is housed in the same government agencies as environmental protection (e.g., Fisheries and
Oceans Canada, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration in the US). Yet, in a terrestrial
context it is still common for agriculture to be managed by separate agencies than the species at risk that
inhabit those landscapes and ecological impacts regarding air and water quality (e.g., Agriculture and
Agri-Food Canada and Environment and Climate Change Canada; or in the US, the Environmental
Protection Agencies and Fish and Wildlife Service manage water and air quality and species at
risk listings whereas agriculture is managed by the US Department of Agriculture). For example,
the Puget Sound Partnership coordinates dialogue across sectors to develop goals and strategies to
address multiple interlinked challenges around issues such as salmon recovery, flood management and
farmland protection. Such integrated approaches mean that producers have something to gain in the
process (such as protection of farmland or better flood management) and may be more open to dialogue
than when the focus is only on increasing regulations for environmental impacts from agriculture.
Such integrated approaches can also consider impacts to yields and output, e.g., by creating protections
for highly productive farmland that is often at risk from urban encroachment or by strategically
targeting areas of the landscape for conservation or production priorities.
A variety of tools and policy mechanisms exist to support cross-sector governance (including the
design of regulatory and voluntary programs discussed below). Approaches such as ecosystem-based
management [145] and spatial/land-use planning [146–148] focus on science-based integrated
management with active local participation. Ecosystem-based management (EBM) considers the
interactive and cumulative effects that humans have on linked social and ecological systems [145].
Spatial planning is a way to implement EBM via a participatory process [146]. It involves selecting areas
and times for activities in order to achieve economic, ecological and social goals [146]. Such integrative
approaches seek to account for the various spatial, temporal, ecological and social systems as well as
their interactions [149]. Various tools have been developed to help in participatory decision-making
processes in the context of implementing ecosystem-based management or conducting land or
marine-based spatial planning such as Structured Decision Making [150], Integrated Valuation of
Ecosystem Services and Trade-offs (InVEST) [151,152], MARXAN with Zones, Formative Scenario
Analysis [153], QUEST [154], ALCES [155], mediated modeling [156], and alternative futures
research [157]. Such approaches could help to inform collaborative governance for challenges including
loss of quality farmland, downstream impacts from chemical and nutrient use, and maintenance of
pollinator habitat across the landscape.
Strategy 2. Drive Landscape Scale Change by Enabling (Where Possible) and Regulating (When Necessary)
There has recently been an emphasis on voluntary approaches to environmental management,
but it’s important to note that many voluntary approaches work in tandem with underlying prescriptive
regulations [104,158]. For governance processes to yield changes across the landscape (and seascape),
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some combination of regulatory and voluntary programs are likely needed. Voluntary (including
incentive-based) programs can support motivated producers to steward their land, while regulations
provide broader protection, but potentially less efficiently; combining these can both “crowd in”
producers that are already interested in environmentally conscious land management and create
hard limits within which all producers must operate. For example, China has taken the approach
to strictly regulate pollution from large agri-business while offering incentives and support to small
producers to accomplish environmental goals while maintaining rural lifestyles and cultures [159,160].
Voluntary programs like conservation easement purchase programs can be effective when landowner
and conservation priorities naturally align. For example, they can help to keep out subdivisions and
fences from rangelands, thereby preserving cultural landscapes that are important to ranchers, and also
potentially helping conserve biodiversity on these lands [161]. While ranching is by no means always
ecologically benign, in some contexts it may be the best option for preserving large-scale ecological
processes [162], such as mimicking natural prairie systems [163].
Producers are often drawn to programs that reduce the threat of regulatory requirements, provide
technical expertise and/or financial incentives [164]. Incentive-based programs compensate for, or
share marginal costs with, producers for practices that have large-scale social/environmental benefits.
Payments for ecosystem services (PES) programs enable subsidies to conditional on management
practices that support or enhance ecosystem services [165]. Another option that can be used to directly
target environmental risks and impacts is cost-sharing programs such as Canada’s Environmental
Farm Plan (EFP) program. This program assists producers with addressing environmental risks
by incentivising the adoption of environmentally beneficial management practices. The incentives
typically take the form of one-off partial payments for specific practices (e.g., the purchasing of
vegetation to plant in degraded riparian areas). Similar programs are facilitated via Conservation
Districts in many US states, which provide technical and administrative support as well as
cost-sharing. Cost-sharing (rather than paying the full opportunity cost) can “crowd in intrinsic
motivations” for adopting environmentally beneficial management practices [95]. As agriculture is
subsidized in many parts of the world, cost-sharing programs targeting ecosystem services offer
an opportunity to use subsidies as economic incentives for sustainable land management. These kinds
of conservation-focused subsidies can also account for local impacts driven by distant drivers via
teleconnected relationships.
4.2. Production Scale Shift: From Prescriptive to Place-Based Farming Practices
Given that agricultural challenges are multi-causal, networked and teleconnected at multiple scales,
solutions for sustainable agricultural systems are context-specific and cannot be reliably attained via
specific practices applied at coarse scales [166]. This paradigm shift thus suggests that no one mode
of farming (conventional, organic, small-scale, polyculture, etc.) can be the solution for both food
production and environmental degradation, in line with other calls to move beyond panaceas [167].
Instead of globally-prescriptive solutions, place-based approaches to production would account for the
socio-cultural, ecological, and economic context of a particular place, and select appropriate practices
for that context. The concept of “place” goes beyond simple geography, and encompasses relational
significance derived from everyday experience and practice, and emphasizes the nested and networked
nature of food systems [168–170]. Place-based approaches to agricultural systems management that
reflect the complex, multi-scalar, relational, and values-based nature of food systems have the potential
to enhance socio-ecological resilience [171].
While established prescriptive regulatory frameworks such as organic certification offer some
important policy interventions and guidelines for agriculture, they do not guarantee improved
environmental or production outcomes. For example, while the organic movement has focused
on a holistic farming system (including the cultivation of polycultures, enhancing soil quality,
and fostering human, animal and societal health), organic certification as a label has largely
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focused on substituting inputs with “chemical-free” products [166,172]. A strict adherence to such
a principle-based approach could impede the search for sustainable agricultural systems since the
pathways to sustainability cannot be one-size-fits-all in a CAS. As such, effective and innovative
solutions may need to cut across or even transcend different conventions or established approaches:
conventional farms that cultivate varietals that are vigorous and well-adapted to climate extremes
may be more “sustainable” than input-intensive organic certified farms, particularly those growing
disease-sensitive or low-yielding products. Production systems that are reflective of place may need to
integrate approaches from seemingly disparate sides of the management spectrum to achieve optimal
outcomes, and the strategies employed may differ across farms and regions. This will require careful
consideration of the needs of a particular place, while also considering the ways that place is linked to
larger scale markets, policies and networks.
Strategy 3. Cultivate Production Systems Robust to Multiple Stressors
In contrast to the prevailing approach that focuses research dollars to maximize yield of single
genetic variants under ideal circumstances or in response to single threats (e.g., drought, specific
pests) [173], here we call for a strategy that eschews efficiency maximization in pursuit of farming
that can better attend to the diverse challenges that necessarily arise from operating within a CAS.
Agricultural production systems can expect to experience cumulative impacts as climate change will
lead to combined stressors on production systems (such as drought and heat waves). As conventional
agriculture has focused on increasing yields, it has at the same time decreased the diversity of
production approaches, and therefore agricultural system adaptability and robustness. This means
that unexpected events could impact a much greater area, making the consequences more substantial
than in a more diverse system. For example, consolidations of slaughterhouses can increase the total
risk in the food system as contamination would spread more quickly and impact many more animals,
and subsequently, people. While some regime shifts are unexpected, some are well understood and
predictable. As discussed in case study 3, agriculture can be seen as managed at far-from-equilibrium
states, but the economic and environmental risks of a management failure depends on the relevant
basin of attraction. Management that explicitly accounts for these risks might place more emphasis
on robustness than short-term profitability. Some agricultural systems might minimize this tradeoff,
but systems that simultaneously provide high yields, stability, and positive environmental outcomes
remain elusive and require more research.
Conventional agriculture has benefited from decades of intensive funding. Research on alternative
methods are in their infancy, but can produce practical results, e.g., microbial herbicides [174,175].
For example, organic agriculture suffers a yield gap compared to conventional agriculture, but use of
Best Management Practices minimizes this gap [176]. Further research into organic practices could
help to optimize yields in organic production systems. As well, organic agriculture is often more
resistant to drought and excessive rainfall [176]. Perhaps the aspects of organic systems that account
for yield gaps could be decoupled from those that generate resilient ecosystem services: e.g., a farm
using mostly organic methods for long-term soil fertility, but supplementing with synthetic N might
close a yield gap while preserving important water regulation ecosystem services. While in practice
such novel solutions might run into conflict with farming philosophies, research can play a key role in
exploring possibilities. Research on systems that transcend the organic/conventional divide is much
needed to provide the empirical foundations for place based agriculture as this paper envisions.
Strategy 4. Account for Regime Shift Risks via Adaptation Plans: Make A Plan B and C
Rather than relying on mechanisms such as crop insurance to avoid catastrophic losses,
agricultural communities might consider alternative crops or markets or even alternative economic
activities, given potentially major shifts in climate and economic conditions. Instead of attempting to
maintain present conditions, agricultural systems should be managed and governed to be prepared for
many possible futures. Whereas in strategy 3 we discuss the first component of robustness—resistance
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to irreversible and dramatic change—here we focus on the second: recovery from change in the form
of alternative pathways [177].
Agricultural production systems may experience pressure to adapt stemming from the impacts
they cause systems (such as in Tasman Bay or Puget Sound). As well, agricultural production systems
themselves may be vulnerable to system shifts (such a crashes in pollinator populations, pesticide
resistance, or shifting climates). Place-based approaches and coordinated spatial planning (as described
in strategy 1) can serve as mechanisms for collaborative dialogue and the consideration of alternate
pathways. A key component of CAS thinking is acknowledging that there will be surprises, and that
efforts to maintain a particular state, despite changing context, will accumulate risk as systems become
more and more rigid, because disturbances are inevitable. If governance systems at various scales
facilitate the realization of a “Plan B” (and C, D, etc.), the diversity in responses enables modularity
and robustness, especially at coarser scales [178,179]. If a particular industry or crop is a backbone of
a place, what other options exist in the face of crop failure or market price crashes?
Such alternative plans should also consider how to provide agricultural producers assistance
to transition to new crops or production practices. In catastrophic cases where agriculture itself
may not be a viable future for producers, supplementary or alternative livelihood options are key.
Many factors impact the adoption of new practices by producers, including the quality and accessibility
of information, integration in local agricultural networks (e.g., producer or watershed management
groups), and financial capacity [180]. Programs such as those discussed in strategy 2 can facilitate
such transitions.
Strategy 5. Employ Teleconnections to Drive and Spread Innovations and Political Movements towards More
Sustainable Production
The search for solutions should not be a choice between global panaceas and locally imagined
grassroots solutions; perhaps the best of both worlds can stem from a global network of food
practitioners identifying place-appropriate solutions through teleconnected and place-specific
knowledge. Agricultural intensification and associated environmental impacts are already influenced
(arguably negatively) by teleconnections from consumer demand and—in some cases—pressure from
integrated value-chain retailers (e.g., Walmart). The physical and social distancing that has resulted
from the complexity of the global agri-food system has obscured connections and inserted a “metabolic
rift” between sites of production and consumption. Where biogeochemical (i.e. nutrient cycling) and
social processes (i.e. producer and eater relationships) were once tightly bound, the growing distancing
is contributing to environmental crises [181–183].
Achieving robust agricultural systems may require addressing the negative effects of such market
teleconnections, in part by exploiting other teleconnections via knowledge networks. Shifting cultural
norms, laws, and regulations are large-scale processes that could positively teleconnect different
landscapes vis-à-vis management regimes. Several food movements seek to change the governance
of food systems, and empower individuals, groups and agencies through democratic processes.
By creating opportunities for inclusive participation of producers and citizens alike, food and farmer
movements that seek inclusive policies and structural changes in the food system can serve as drivers
of more sustainable and place-based approaches to production, distribution and consumption [183,184].
Given the linkages between supply chains, consumption patterns, and production, these elements
may need to be addressed in tandem (as elaborated in the following section). In the Global South,
movements such as the MST (or Landless Rural Workers Movement) seek not only land reform to
improve land access, but are also working to promote agroecological approaches to land management
that improve both ecological and social outcomes of farming systems [185,186]. More broadly, the global
mobilization of civil society groups around the concept of Food Sovereignty (championed by the
international coalition La Via Campesina) seeks to regain citizen and community control in the food
system [187]. These movements integrate concerns of power relations in the food system with attention
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to ecological dynamics and social equity—necessary considerations to address contemporary ecological
and social crises related to agricultural production [183,188].
4.3. People Scale Shift: Seeking Systems that Support Participation of All People as Both Citizens
and Consumers
While thus far we have focused on applying CAS thinking to agricultural production, a complete
understanding of food systems must also include the consumption that ultimately drives production.
There is too often a focus on production systems without actively engaging with demand-side
systems, which are absolutely crucial to understanding and intervening in the dynamics of production.
Some research has already addressed elements of the coupled challenge. For example, food security
literature has examined potential consequences of changes in demand for high-impact animal based
foods [189–192]. The movement for and concept of Food Sovereignty has highlighted the importance
of changing not only production and consumption, but also power relations and governance in
food systems than encompass both supply and demand aspects, as well as structural barriers to
such changes [187]. Supply chain management and certification literature has described a multitude
of labels signifying changes in production practices that might (under some circumstances) enable
consumers to fund sustainability innovations in agriculture [193,194]. Related but largely distinct,
payments for ecosystem services literature has examined multiple mechanisms by which beneficiaries
of ecosystem services might fund sustainable management of agricultural systems to achieve their
private (and sometimes collective) goals [96].
Yet challenges remain. One challenge is that ideas about citizen empowerment and social equity
remain largely elusive in mainstream discussions and solutions around food systems sustainability
and food security [188,195]. The second challenge is practical: how do we implement large-scale
and systemic changes to enable collective citizen empowerment whilst our current system espouses
individualistic action? Dominant and mainstream efforts have generally sought to enable the expression
of consumer values—what an individual might want for themselves from their private consumption
(either of agricultural products or ecosystem services). It will be crucial to develop mechanisms that
enable such values effectively and efficiently, for example, without being stymied by analysis paralysis
(associated with too many options, each too complex) [196,197].
Yet, a focus on consumer driven change not only assumes that consumer preferences should be
guided by environmental sustainability [198], but that consumers are in a socio-economic position to
act on these preferences. Moreover, in the role of “consumer”, our ability to vote is limited by the size
of our pocket book and the composition of our plate. Therefore, equally crucial and arguably receiving
less attention, are mechanisms that enable all people (regardless of socio-economic status and context)
to express citizen values: preferences, principles and virtues about production processes and resulting
distributions of harms and benefits. Citizen values, pertaining to things we want for society as a whole,
are not well elicited via consumer purchases [199], which are limited by free-rider dynamics and the
available options (or even more so, socio-economic access to resources and social context). Such points
resonate with the food-sovereignty literature’s focus on moral dimensions of food systems and also
power relations. Of course, such citizen values cannot be expected to generate uniformly supported
visions of food systems, as values vary widely (e.g., some groups see environmental directions as
pathways to unwanted government regulation and economic stagnation) [200]. Nevertheless, enabling
the expression of such values is crucial from a CAS perspective, in that it presents a crucial feedback in
the system (sensu Meadows): the goals of the system cannot be expected to serve people unless those
people have a real opportunity to shape the offerings via new information flows [107].
Ultimately, a CAS-informed governance of agricultural production systems and their ecological
impacts will require changes and action throughout the food system, including a more equitable
distribution of responsibilities among producers, individuals (in their roles both as citizens and
consumers), other players in supply chains, and policymakers, as well as rights and power between
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and within these groups. Such broad changes will require collective action and cannot be accomplished
via individual consumption choices alone; they go beyond voting with one’s fork or wallet.
5. Conclusions
Given the scope of this paper, we focused on guiding principles for policy objectives, rather
than specific policies, which we suggest be developed to account for the particularities of politics and
context. While implementation of changes in the directions we suggest certainly presents a challenge,
a number of papers in this special issue offer useful insights towards this end, as do other popular and
academic literatures (e.g., [197]). Systems will fare better when we recognize that massive disturbances
are here and coming, via governance systems that reflect the complex adaptive nature of agricultural
production systems and landscapes. We hope that highlighting these 5 characteristics can inform such
collective action towards governance of food systems as CAS. To this end, we have sought to bridge
ideas from otherwise disparate literatures and to provide way-posts (in the form of strategies, paradigm
shifts and system characteristics) to guide the governance of food and agricultural systems as CAS.
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